
The Able Traveller

Chapter Two

After being reunited with my luggage, I whisked through Arrivals with an efficient assistant

and scanned the sea of waiting people for the logo of the travel company with whom I had

booked. Feeling dead on my wheels I hoped for an easy transfer to my hotel, as I

desperately needed a bath and sleep although not necessarily in that order.

“Miss Barbour, Miss Barbour,” I heard above the confusion.

Following the voice amidst the crowd, I saw a petite and excitable looking woman holding

a placard above her head, who smiled broadly and waved at me like an old friend.

“Hi, I’m Caroline,” I said as I reached her.

“Hello, I am Beam and will be your personal guide while you stay with us in Bangkok. We

have lots of fun okay,” she said, showing me her identification.

My first impression was that her name was very apt for someone with such a sunny

disposition, an opinion which would only grow over the next twenty-four hours.

“Really?  I’ve only arranged for a coach transfer and trip tomorrow,” I said.

“Yes, but we want you to be comfortable and have a cab just for you, much better, okay?”

she said, taking my rucksack from my lap.

I never use my disability to garner special treatment and usually cringe if someone makes

unnecessary exceptions but when the humidity clogged my every pore as soon as I wheeled

out of the airport, I thought about not having to endure a coach journey with other sweaty



travellers and smiled down at my wheels. We hurried towards the waiting cab and its

glorious air conditioning where the driver greeted me politely and put my luggage in the

boot. Cars sped past illuminated, towering super-structures whose tops were concealed by

the thick cloud in the dusk sky.

“You see the clouds? They not from rain, but cars,” Beam said.

Seeing the confusion on my face she continued.

“Most clouds in Bangkok are from the trucks and cars. All leaking pollution into the sky,

you understand?” she said.

“Ah yes, I understand,” I replied.

“It never rains in Bangkok except in rainy season, then it rains lots. All the time, rain, rain,

rain,” Beam said.

I checked my seat belt was fastened as the cab zipped through the traffic. The driver

exercised the horn rather than the brakes as if his life depended on it. I gripped the door

handle as if mine did.

‘Don’t worry he’s a good driver,’ Beam said.

‘I can’t believe how many cars are on the road,’ I said.

‘It is always busy.  Morning and night, cars, cars, cars.  Bangkok is a crazy city,’ Beam said.

‘I look forward to seeing the Grand Palace tomorrow. Where would you suggest I go

tonight?  I’m very tired but I would like to look around,’ I said.

‘This is Sukhumvit Road. It comes alive with markets and entertainment soon. Only five

minutes from your hotel so you should come here,’ Beam said.

‘Excellent, thanks. I’ll definitely do that, although I will have a shower and something to

eat first.  Is there a restaurant you can suggest?’



‘When we get to the hotel, I order you food and they will bring it to your room, okay,’

Beam offered.

‘Thank you, that would be lovely. Unfortunately I am unable to speak Thai and wish I had

learnt some before I came,’ I said with flushed cheeks.

‘Thai is very hard language. Don’t worry, I teach you little words tomorrow when we visit

the Grand Palace,’ She said.

The cab pulled up outside a pristine looking hotel and my grip on the door loosened only

when the engine quietened. Refusing to let me carry my bag, Beam took my luggage and

accompanied me to Reception. Giving me a reassuring look, she began conversing with the

Receptionist. I zoned out and blinked to stop my eyes from closing as the sledgehammer of

tiredness slammed into any remaining spirit I had left.

‘Madam, can I have your passport for a moment please?’ said the Receptionist.

‘Unfortunately, Miss Barbour, there is someone in your room but don’t worry I find you

another one to sleep in,’ she continued.

‘She’s finding a much better room,’ Beam whispered with a smile.

Delaying my ability to collapse on a bed, any bed, was the last thing I needed but Beam’s

optimistic smile softened the edges of my jagged nerves. Moments later she escorted me to

my room and after establishing I like seafood, ordered me a mystery dish from room service.

She explained the clap-on, clap-off lighting system, and with a hug, she said goodbye and

slipped out.

Over the last day I had left everyone and everything which had ever comforted me and

flown halfway around the world. Now as I perched on the edge of my king-sized bed which

took up most of the room, and breathed into the silence, I felt every one of the six-thousand



miles between myself and everything I loved. Shuffling back further onto the bed, I inhaled

the luxurious scent lingering in the air and took in my sumptuous surroundings.

The flat-screen television filled a large wooden cabinet opposite the bed, and the cream

two-seater sofa next to the glass coffee table by the massive window looked uncomfortably

expensive. I edged back further and, careful not to mess the perfectly positioned pillows,

reclined on the bed before sitting bolt upright, realising I was still wearing my shoes. I

removed them and lined them up under the bed, lay back down and shuffled to the centre

of the bed. Stretching my arms above my head, I pushed against the wall until my shoulders

started to burn. Drawing an invisible line across the wall then back on the bed, I reached my

upper limbs out to touch the edges of the mattress. Wriggling my fingers, I searched for the

rim but could not find it. Lying still, I listened to the rapid beat in my chest and concentrated

on the tingling caused by my sudden exertion as it travelled from my shoulders to my

elbows, before all the tension dripped out of my fingers onto the floor. I closed my eyes and

began to draw an imaginary snow angel with my awakened arms. Then inspiration hit me.

Lying on top of the duvet I pulled one corner over my body, tucked it underneath me and

started rolling around the spacious bed knocking the pillows off onto the floor. If

room-service had entered at this precise moment I am sure they would have called an

ambulance to take away the squealing, giggling human burrito rolling around the bed! I

burst from my cocoon and brushed the strands of hair stuck to my sweat covered forehead,

and I caught my breath. With a broad smile I lifted both arms as if I were about to burst into

operatic song and smacked my palms together. I peered around the room now only lit from

the city lights outside. I clapped again and the room was illuminated once more. Chuckling

to myself, I proceeded to sound out a rhythmical beat with my hands. Off on, off on, off on.



After more minutes than I care to admit my light show was interrupted by a knock at the

door.  It was room-service with my intriguing dinner.

A dish of sweet chilli, lemongrass seafood and rice, followed by a long soak in a bath

generously filled with bubbles, left me feeling invigorated, so I got dressed and wheeled over

to the gigantic window to look upon the intimidating city below. Tall buildings loomed over

a maze of back-streets which sprouted off the main street like veins. Pulling a T-shirt and

summer trousers from my rucksack, I got dressed and secured my bum-bag around my

waist. Like the savvy traveller I now was, I concealed it under my T-shirt and felt ready to

face the night markets of Sukhumvit Road… just one more cup of tea then I will definitely be

ready to go out on an adventure I thought. As the kettle clicked off there was another knock

on the door.

‘Hello, my friend,’ Beam said, hugging me gently.

‘Beam, what a lovely surprise.  Are you okay?’ I replied

‘Yes, yes I am most happy to see you. I have these for you my friend

and I come to show you Bangkok because to go by yourself – very scary,’ she said, presenting

me with a big bunch of magenta flowers.

‘How kind of you, thank you,’ I said.

‘They are orchids.  In Thailand, orchids mean friendship,’ she continued.

I swallowed back the throb growing in the back of my throat and hugged her again.

‘Thank you Beam, they are lovely, you are so kind, thank you. Your timing is perfect as I

was just thinking about exploring Sukhumvit Road,’ I replied.

‘Of course, we go now, yes,’ Beam said.

The abruptness of her words would have intimidated me had they not been accompanied

by a beautiful bunch of flowers and the warmest of smiles. I checked again that my wallet,



passport and room key were secure in my bum-bag and that my fake wallet, holding a small

amount of currency, was strapped across my body, and we headed out for my first travelling

adventure. Having my very own Beam to shine the way gave me a much-needed surge of

bravery as we left the hotel and heard the mayhem even before we turned onto the main

road.

Being a wheelchair user, my perspective on the world is different from most both literally

and figuratively. This is particularly evident when I am attempting to wheel through busy

crowds just like the one on Sukhumvit Road. I kept my eyes downcast to concentrate on the

spaghetti of determined feet as they weaved towards their destinations, only glimpsing over

my shoulder to check Beam was still next to me. Surrendering to the urge to take in more of

my surroundings would have most likely resulted in a stranger walking straight into me and

sitting on my lap. I demand at least a drink or a bag of chips from someone before they earn

that privilege! Seeing a fleeting ebb in the confusion, I nipped across to the right and found

a place relatively out of the way, which was no easy task as I was the filling in a chaos

sandwich. On the side furthest from the traffic, strobe lights escaped the row of

open-fronted throbbing bars and clubs. They would have traced perfect lines across the

pavement and individual karaoke booths (which I mistook for phone boxes) were it not for

the hive of people on the street, their forms momentarily illuminated when caught by the

lights before falling back into shadow. To my right people milled around the many stalls of

the night market. Stacks of bananas seemed insignificant against the mountainous heaps of

coconuts, fragrant mangoes and papayas which swamped the tables and filled several

baskets on the ground.

Hypnotised by a man standing next to a neighbouring fruit stand wielding a machete, I

watched as he deftly hacked into a coconut. Turning the fruit after two rhythmic gentle but



deadly taps, the sound accompanied the constant sizzle and occasional clatter of woks

coming from a nearby food stall. It created a weird tune that only I seemed to notice. I

signalled Beam with the universal gesture of ‘this is mayhem!’ and she replied with an

empathetic smile and raised her palm telling me to stay put before turning to the man with

the machete. I clamped my eyes shut, inhaled deeply and attempted to process everything.

The aromatic scent of fried spices lingered in the humid evening air and blended with the

sweetness of the exotic fruits, not quite covering the smell of city pollution. I swallowed the

excess of saliva building in my mouth just as a gentle tap on my arm stirred me from my

hypnotic state.

‘Here, for you,’ Beam said.

Opening my eyes, Beam stood in front of me with two opened coconuts complete with

straws and paper cocktail umbrellas.

‘It’s very tasty and make you feel good,’ she continued.

‘Ooh thank you, that looks delicious,’ I replied.

Now, for as long as I can remember I have detested coconut. Even the stench of it in a

shampoo will make me want to vomit. Like a police sniffer dog, even if it is well disguised

within a dish, I will detect it and refuse to eat it. I looked at the white flesh of the

underwhelming and hairy fruit and then at Beam’s face and hesitantly took and sipped her

offering. I prepared myself to disguise my repulsion but instead was greeted by a sweetness

I have never before experienced when facing my culinary nemesis. It coated my entire

mouth and happily slid down my throat. I sucked until the delicious nectar was gone all too

soon.

‘Wow, that was delicious!’ I exclaimed.



‘They are my favourite and make me feel happy inside,’ Beam said, still sipping her

coconut.

‘In England we can buy cartons of coconut water but never this fresh. It tastes amazing,’ I

said.

‘Coconut like this is good, cartons sound bad. Would you like to try some street food?’

Beam asked.

‘If it’s as tasty as this, then definitely,’ I enthused.

‘It is not like the coconut.  Wait until you see it then you might not want.’ Beam said.

Weaving our way through the crowd I followed Beam like an obedient dog expecting

treats until she stopped beside a food stall. Tantalising smells wafted from the individual hot

plates, the steam partially concealing the local delicacies on offer. Beam conversed with the

vendor while my brain processed what I saw. I eyed each dish like a child looking at an ice

cream sundae adorned with all the trimmings. On the first plate, an unexpected surprise of

gnocchi sizzling gently, ‘Gnocchi in Thailand, who’d have thought it’ I pondered to myself.

Now, I am no entomologist, so I was unable to identify the exact main ingredients of the

other dishes, but they definitely had legs. This was all I needed to know. With my mouth in

grimace mode my eyes flicked back to the ‘gnocchi’ and then to Beam’s face who looked

down at me with a mischievous smile I had not seen from her.

‘They are bugs!’ Beam said.

‘And taste good,’ chimed-in the vendor.

‘These are very tasty good,’ he said pointing at the ‘gnocchi’.

‘I don’t think I’ll like them,’ I said.

‘Yes, you like them very much.  You like melted butter?’ said the vendor.

‘Erm, yes I do,’ I replied sceptically.



‘These are just like melted butter,’ he said, scooping some onto a spoon.

I recoiled back in my wheelchair and looked down at what my brain had now identified as

witchetty grubs. I looked up at the vendor who, with an honest twinkle in his eye and an

encouraging smile on his face, lifted the ladle towards my face. My eyes ping-ponged

between his face and the spoon a few times and each time I looked into his eyes I felt

increasingly comforted.  I nodded reluctantly and he held the ladle out in front of me.

‘I give you just one to taste.  Don’t worry, just like melted butter, very good’ he said.

Placing the grub onto a napkin he passed it over to me and I looked at Beam in the hopes

she would interject and stop me from the inevitable mistake I was about to make. She only

smiled her radiant, reassuring smile which I interpreted as meaning that perhaps the morsel

really did taste like melted butter after all… I have no idea what kind of melted butter they

serve in Thailand but if the hideous, chewy, explosion of nastiness in my mouth was

anything to go by, I never wanted to find out. Not wanting to be rude I fought against every

instinct which wanted to vomit and tried to swallow the evilness down. My stomach

rebelled and just would not accept it without needing a serious amount of chewing, which I

did with speed and precision. A woman on a mission I would not be defeated by a revolting

insect and I looked over to Beam who I inexplicably wanted to hold my hand for moral

support as if I was enduring labour. Finally, I swallowed and opened my mouth to show

what I had accomplished despite my lurching stomach.

‘You like?’ said Beam

‘Not really, but I’m glad I tried it,’ I muttered.

‘Those, no good, try these,’ said the vendor as he held out another ‘delectable treat’.

All I can say about what I ingested over the next few minutes is that red ants are

palatable, but this was probably due to the numbing qualities of the fiery chilli, and that



black beetles are crunchy and rather non-descript. Beam handed me the remainder of her

coconut which I took without hesitation and drank urgently to help quieten the tumble dryer

of mashed insects churning in my stomach. After draining its contents, the laughing vendor

took the coconut from me as I shuffled back and sat rigidly in my chair, closed my eyes and

concentrated on my breathing.

‘Are you okay? Beam asked.

‘I’m okay, just not used to eating insects that’s all, I replied.

‘You were good, many tourists are very ill after eating street food,’ she said.

‘Yes, I understand why,’ I said.

‘Look, there is an elephant, you want to feed it? Beam asked.

Still fighting the urge to throw up I mustered a nod before following her towards the

elephant whose solid body took up a substantial amount of the pavement. It seemed

oblivious to the chaos of its surroundings and nonchalantly munched bananas which tourists

put into its mouth as if it were a factory conveyor belt. My astonishment about seeing such

a sight was somewhat muted due to the acrobatic movements of insect innards still

threatening to pole vault out of my mouth. Sitting in front of the big-eared giant I handed a

miscellaneous amount of Thai currency to Beam who handed it straight back to me with the

addition of a couple of bananas. I followed her instruction and placed the banana flat on my

palm and held my hand in front of the elephant’s mouth. Intimidated by its size I wondered

whether there are cases of elephants eating people. When my eyes briefly met the gaze of

my new friend, whose only concern was a constant supply of bananas, I lowered my eyes

knowing I was safe. Its trunk found the treat with ease and with such surprising gentleness,

took it out of my hand placing it in its mouth. Being at sitting height I had the perfect

viewing station to watch it rhythmically mush it which unfortunately reminded me of my



own stomach contents. Looking at Beam with a broad smile I felt my evening was complete

as jetlag started to jab my senses once again. Sensing this too Beam suggested we call it a

night and we meandered back to the hotel.

‘You have a thing in your teeth,’ Beam said when we reached my hotel room.

‘A thing?’ I said.

‘Yes, a leg I think,’ Beam replied.

I wheeled to a mirror to look and there it was, a long, black leg once belonging to a

beetle, protruding from between two teeth.

‘Anyway, you sleep well now, I come early tomorrow and we have a good day at the Grand

Palace, yes,’ Beam said before hugging me and departing.

Even before the door had completely shut, I wheeled towards the bathroom where I

promptly threw up before frantically brushing my teeth and ridding my mouth of all trace of

insect limbs. Usually when I am readying myself for bed I like to think about the day I’ve just

had but on this night, I don’t remember getting into bed and falling asleep. I slept the entire

night without a single dream or thought filtering through my subconscious.


